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SALUMET & PLANET AERAH 
    25th March 2013. 

 

George: Good evening Salumet, welcome to you. 

Good evening. 

All: Good evening. 

I am happy to join with you once more. 

Lilian: You’re very welcome. 

Sarah: It’s good to have you back again. 

I have to say to you this time my dear friends, I 

am aware that sometimes you feel that I am 

responsible for all things that happen within this 

group. I want to say to you I am involved a great 

deal with what occurs here, but not everything. 

When I leave you, I return to where I belong, in 

order that I can continue with my own growth. 

Therefore, I just want you to understand that 

there are many people who wish to join you on 

these evenings that have nothing to do with me. 

Although I, of course am aware of what 

happens, it is not always through my helping 

them. You understand? 

General affirmations 

George: Yes—we had an interesting visitor last 

week, named Joshua, who took up our prior 

conversation (yes). That was very helpful, and 

we’ve had a number of responses from our 

readers about that one. 

Yes—as you should, because if you are wise 

enough to share the knowledge, then hopefully, 

the replies would also be uplifting for you (yes). 

There are many who would wish to join you in 

this work, and I know always that you are happy 

to make them welcome. 

George: Yes, they are always welcome (yes). 

I of course, if I bring someone to you specifically, 

I will always inform you (thank you). I do not 

wish to remain with you too long this time. I just 

felt that some clarification was needed about 

this—because you are giving me credit where 

none was due. 

Chuckles 

So I say to you, my dear friends, accept those 

people who come to you with love, and they will 

continue to want to join you on many occasions. 

In the same way, it has given me much reason to 

join with you, time after time. I wish, at this 

present time, to again work with this instrument 

that I use. I am also working, and she will not 

know this, but I am also working with her in her 

healing state, and hopefully, to work through 

trance (wonderful!), but as I have said, she does 

not know this yet. 

Lilian: But she will, with this transcript— 

But she will in time to come. 

Sarah: She had a reading from somebody a while 

back, and he told her that she hadn’t chosen to 

do this work—she had been chosen to do it. 

Well, I can only say that yes she was chosen by 

those of us in spirit, and I in particular, for us 

really I should say, to be a channel—as are all of 

those people who are used in any kind of 

trance—yes. But of course, they still have to be 

willing to give of their bodies for a short time 

(yes). I know—I don’t know—perhaps if she has 

said to you, but to begin with she was most 

reluctant. 

Lilian: Yes, she has mentioned it. 

But, as you know, we take care of those who 

work with us—as all of you within this group, 

must have felt at certain times, that we try our 

utmost to uplift and protect you. 

Affirmations 

Yes—so now, for this time, I will work quietly 

with this instrument, and I will leave you to see 

what comes for the rest of your evening. 

Sarah: Could I Salumet just share something with 

you—I think mum was very much searching for 

things in this lifetime, and I came across a note 

she had written. She had obviously copied it from 

somewhere. And I thought it was a very nice 

summary of things you’ve said to us concerning: 

nothing is ever by chance ... ‘Nothing in our lives 

is haphazard. Every event dovetails with another. 

After one experience, another is born.’  

And I just thought that was a very nice way of— 
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Yes—those are wise words, yes. They would 

have come from someone who was aware—

aware of the spiritual life (yes)—as you all have 

become—and hopefully continue to grow. 

George: Are you Salumet, able to take a brief 

question from one of our readers? 

If it is very brief, I will. 

The lady had previously sent in a question 

concerning a daughter. She was most grateful for 

Salumet’s words, and now asked for advice 

regarding a second daughter, now 16-years—

glandular fever for two years and still recovering. 

And being fearful of a presence was now seriously 

affecting her sleep at night: 

Yes—all I will say about this is that this young 

woman is of course of an age when these things 

happen to come to the fore (yes). Yes, and of 

course the fear that she radiates is not helping. I 

will see what I can do to find help for her. And 

perhaps the lady will be kind enough to keep us 

informed. But I will see what can be done. 

George: Yes, well thank you very much, and she 

was most grateful for your previous answer 

regarding her other daughter (yes)—thank you. 

And now, I really must work with this one. 

General thanks and farewells 

 

 ----------------------------------- 

 

Sarah, sensing one might be with Paul: Good 

evening—welcome to you. 

A lengthy pause followed 

Sarah: Good evening Bonniol—I thought you 

were coming this evening. Nice to have you back! 

I’ve been having problems linking, but we seem 

to be able to speak again. 

Sarah: Jolly good. I think the link was nearly 

there, because I kept feeling that you were 

coming—it was only a little connection that 

wasn’t quite right I think— 

Yes, it’s not always clear, even for us, what the 

problem is sometimes, but once we’ve come 

through, we are through! But until we make that 

final—almost like a push through—then it can 

be difficult. 

Sarah: Yes, anyway you’ve done it—that’s the 

main thing. Jolly good! 

Thank you. Um, yes it’s always lovely to re-

connect with you people. 

I crossed over from the other side of the room to 

catch up on this initially quiet conversation (it was 

important not to disturb Salumet’s working with 

Eileen)— 

George: It’s wonderful to have you through again, 

Bonniol. 

I’ve been thinking of you, even though we don’t 

always speak. I think it’s good to have these 

thoughts because—it’s becoming a smaller 

place, isn’t it!—this universe. 

Sarah: Yes, it certainly is, yes. Have you had any 

exciting things happen on Planet Aerah recently? 

Well, there are seasonal changes, which we 

enjoy! —the way the seasons change. We, as 

you know, are perhaps closer to nature in some 

ways—with our work and our lifestyle in 

general. We like to be close to nature, when we 

can. 

George: Yes, I think this is perhaps one of our 

faults in modern times on this planet. We’ve 

moved a little away from that; and I would like to 

see everyone going back to a simpler life, much 

more involved with nature than we are at the 

moment. 

Sarah: There is a bit of change beginning to 

happen. There are people with allotments to 

grow their own vegetables. I think it is beginning 

to change a little bit. These things take time, 

when you’ve moved so far away from it. 

George: Yes, there is home-gardening and organic 

agriculture; this is beginning to come in. We use 

far too much mechanisation and chemicals in our 

farming. I feel it will be much nicer if we can do 

things on a smaller scale, so that more people are 

involved in that work. 

Yes, it’s um—it’s so nice to share nature with 

others. It’s the sharing (that) I really feel is 

something that is key to so much in life. We are 
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all individuals, and yet, when we share our 

thoughts and feelings, there is a new awareness 

that begins. And in nature, we can share this—

these feelings. 

George: That’s a very nice thought. I think we are 

beginning to realise how fundamental to 

everything ‘thought’ is. It’s much more than 

prayer and speaking and thinking about others, 

and connecting and speaking across the universe, 

as we are now. ‘Thought’ is so fundamental and 

opens so many possibilities. I think we’re just 

beginning to realise this. 

Well, it’s not for me to say more than—I think 

we have already spoken of this (yes) incredible 

thing we have called THOUGHT—there are—

even for us, who work with it in ways which you 

are not yet able to do—we still wonder at the 

potential there is. It is truly the most important 

thing in Creation—from what we know. 

George: It’s nice to hear those words. Perhaps, 

connected with that—we are only really just 

beginning to realise what the large pyramids 

mean, on our planet. We are beginning to realise 

now, that when other visitors have been here, 

the first thing they have done is to build a 

pyramid—to capture or create the energy for 

their wellbeing while they’re here and to provide 

power for their return journey. I don’t know how 

widespread in the universe pyramid-building is, 

but it seems to have been a favourite thing to 

construct pyramids in the past on our planet 

Earth. 

Yes, it is um, certainly not something that is 

unique to Earth. We also have pyramids on our 

planet, which are also used to gather the 

energy. 

George: Well, that’s interesting. 

We have um, developed um—there is um—we 

have um—these— 

Pause—there can occasionally be a little difficulty 

with word flow 

The shape of the pyramid is of course um, a 

perfect shape for collecting and steering or 

pointing this particular energy in the direction 

(yes) and when we are sitting inside the 

pyramids—it can be of great help to use this to 

focus. 

George: Yes, would you describe this as an aid to 

help meditation? 

The meditation um, comes from within the 

person I would say (yes) but the pyramid shape 

helps to build the power that is generated. 

Sarah: I was wondering how you built your 

pyramids, because you are able to use your 

thought much better than us. Our pyramids are 

made up of big blocks. Are yours similarly made 

or can you use much larger— 

Yes, the rocks of the earth, we find are the best 

for—um—capturing if you like, the energy—

um—the shape itself is important. 

George: Yes, and it must be aligned to planetary 

spin; and I would think the energy arises from 

sweeping through the aether in accord with the 

planetary spin. 

Yes—the position has to be at the right angles 

for intercepting the flow of energy that is being 

collected. 

George: Yes, I imagine the energy within the 

pyramid adds to mind energy, or helps in some 

way, when meditating. 

The mind is not helped as such. I would say: 

there is power to be used, and it is put to use for 

whatever purpose. 

George: I see—thank you. 

There are ways to use it but it is an energy not of 

ourselves. 

George: No, we realise that it assists various 

things, and we know that if we store seeds within 

the pyramid energy they produce more in the 

way of crops. 

Yes, they have been used to help with the 

storing and protection of seeds. 

George: Do you use pyramid-storage to assist 

your agriculture on your planet? 

We have experimented with this. We find we do 

not actually need to use them in that way (I see) 

and store what we need for—the seed can be 

stored in other ways but the pyramids can be 
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used to improve areas which—um—which have 

conditions which cause problems for plants. 

George: Of course, the area around, surrounding 

pyramids is influenced by the energy, I believe. 

Yes, and if they are located in the right places, 

this can improve the fertility, if you like, of the 

area (yes). 

Lilian: So, do you build them just to help a 

particular area? 

I would say that is our main interest. We are 

people who spend a great deal of time working 

with nature; and where pyramids are used it is 

usually with—um—in connection to improving 

the nature in some way—whether it’s for our 

crops— 

Pause 

George: Yes, I was going to say, is there some 

influence on wildlife? 

There is always interaction—when you build 

pyramids, they have an effect on the area. 

Lilian: Yes, so when you visit other planets or they 

visit you—do lots of other planets have these 

pyramids? 

Yes, they are a shape—a structure which has a 

definite affect on the energy flows, and so they 

can be of use for that. 

Rod: Are the dimensions of the base and the 

height of the pyramid a common feature 

throughout the universe? Are ours similar to your 

sizes? 

I would say the size is not as important (no?). It’s 

the positioning and what they are built with. 

George: I think the proportions—height in 

relation to base, vary considerably. But I think 

you are saying that the position is more 

important than the precise proportions— 

They should be positioned precisely. The size of 

them varies, depending on the nature of the 

area and the requirements of the area. 

Lilian: So would it be that energy-lines are used—

to put them on? 

Yes, they are used, always with the energy lines, 

yes. 

Mark: Are they used for healing and purification? 

They can certainly be used for healing, yes. Yes, 

and—um, when you say purification—um— 

Mark: I understood that you can purify water, 

and even give it healing quality—I don’t know if 

that’s true? 

I would say in the sense that the water would be 

energised, it would be—um—improved in that 

way (yes). 

George: Yes, and we’ve noticed that there’s a 

very big effect on water. Normally our water 

freezes to solid ice at low temperatures, but it 

doesn’t inside a pyramid. So the energy that is 

taken up by the water seems to prevent it from 

freezing solid. 

Yes, I would imagine that is due to the greater 

energy in the water. 

George: The bonding between the atoms of the 

water just doesn’t seem to happen, when the 

energy is there. 

At this point, Salumet had completed his work 

with Eileen, so she was now herself and able to 

participate in the discussion 

Eileen: Could I say: where you are so much more 

advanced than we are on Earth, is it still 

necessary to use pyramids to change energy? 

Have you not reached that stage yet? Can you not 

transmute energy with your mind, without the 

use of pyramids? 

There is—um—we have abilities to transmute 

energy, yes. The pyramids are permanent 

features, which require no additional thought or 

attention. So, in areas where we may wish for 

nature to create—um—a different energy 

situation; where plants and nature can begin to 

grow and benefit from more constant 

environment— 

George: So we can think of a pyramid as an 

ongoing, permanent energy trans-muter that 

doesn’t have to be fed or up-kept in any way. 

Yes, we could of course still grow our crops but 

we feel they are a natural—um—tool to use, 

much like other tools for growing crops. They 

can be placed and— 
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George: Do they alter your climate at all? Do they 

have any effect on climate? 

Yes, they affect the area around them, and yes, 

they will have an influence on the climate. 

At this point, another began speaking with quite a 

throaty voice via Jan, from across the room: 

They are regulators! They act as regulators! 

Yes, they can—um 

You don’t have the weather that you are 

experiencing at the moment—it is much more 

regulated, because of the energy that it 

transmutes. 

George: Might I ask Jan: are you picking up from 

Bonniol’s group at the moment? 

Lilian: I think it’s from spirit. 

Yes—so they— 

May I help you sir? 

Yes please. 

You are struggling with language are you not? 

It is sometimes difficult. 

Of course it is! We understand entirely. You are 

doing magnificently well!  

Pause 

The older the base of the pyramid that you 

speak of, it will hold the greater amount of 

energy. 

George: So the bigger the base, the greater the 

amount of energy— 

The OLDER the base of the pyramid (the 

older!)—the greater the amount of energy, that 

will be released from the top. 

Lilian: So it increases with the age of the 

pyramid— 

Mark: So they use older materials for the base— 

Older rocks—yes. 

George: Is it that the energy builds up over time? 

Yes, the older the pyramid—we are using the 

word ‘pyramid’ aren’t we? So we all understand 

exactly what we are talking of. The OLDER the 

pyramid, the greater is the energy released. So 

hence, when they are growing their crops, the 

older energies are the ones that regenerate 

quicker, better—so their crops are grown nearer 

to those energies. And the younger crop does 

not need it quite so much. Do you understand? 

Do you understand what I am saying at all? 

George: So the longer the pyramid has been 

there, the better will be the crops. 

Yes! (Ah) So the older the pyramid base—that’s 

what holds the energy of that plant completely. 

That’s the origin of that plant and foodstuff. Do 

you understand? That’s the energy that that 

plant came from. 

George: Yes, that’s very interesting. 

As the seedlings — as they reproduce these 

things, of course, they don’t need so much 

energy, because their life force always belongs 

to that OLDER pyramid. 

George: Yes, that’s interesting. 

I know it’s difficult to understand because you 

can’t see exactly what I can see. 

George: It’s very interesting to us. Might I ask: 

who it is who’s speaking? 

I don’t want to give a name thank you. It is not 

necessary. 

George: Not necessary— 

No, I couldn’t think of one!  

Chuckle 

George: I just wanted to know if you are 

connected with Bonniol and Planet Aerah. 

I’m just helping. Let’s just put it that way. I’m 

not connected to the planet. 

George: You’re helping from spirit (yes). Thank 

you. 

I’m just helping with the language and to be 

able to give you a little bit of a picture. 

George: Yes, I understand—it’s very helpful. 

Mark: So those older rocks that they use for the 

base of the pyramid— 

George: (turning to Bonniol): So you are getting 

some spiritual assistance, Bonniol—(no reply) 

Mark: So it’s a higher concentration— 

I’m sorry—I’m listening to both conversations. 

I’m sorry—I need to listen to this gentleman first 

(Mark)—do you mind? Please carry on. 

George: Please continue. 

Mark: So if I understand correctly, the older rocks 

which are used for the base of the pyramid (yes) 
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will have a higher concentration of energy (yes) 

which is utilised by the plant (yes) for their initial 

(yes) growth. 

Correct—you have it. 

Mark: Because there’s some kind of—(mother 

energy) mother energy right, it’s an old mother 

energy involved (yes). So I suppose the rocks 

were made up of that originally (yes) and it’s 

been re-absorbed (yes) by the new growth. 

Eileen: So as you reach the top of the pyramid, is 

the energy much more refined?  

Pause  

Refined in the same way as when we go to spirit? 

‘Refined’ is quite a good word for it. I was trying 

to find a better word. In actual fact I think 

‘refined’ is quite good. As the energy rises 

above, to the pinnacle of the pyramid—where 

you are using the word ‘refined’, I would use the 

word ‘resourceful’; because that energy is able 

to travel in such a way that it is all-

encompassing (mm)—it goes to where it is 

needed. At the bottom, is the oldest and the 

most dense. As it travels upward, it knows 

exactly where to go—it’s resourceful (that’s 

interesting). It becomes a lighter vibration, so it’s 

able to travel (yes) exactly where it’s needed. 

Mark: So would people use that for healing? 

Absolutely, it’s used for everything. 

Mark: So how do people harness the healing 

energy, for illnesses and things? 

Thought. 

Mark: With thought, right. 

Has that been of any use to you? (Yes.) I would 

like to go back to the gentleman. Do you have 

any more questions? I am sorry, I have taken up 

too much of your time. 

George: It’s all interesting. Yes, and thank you 

very much. So— 

I want to withdraw now. 

George: I’m feeling that the energy is self-

thinking in a way and self-organizing, in going to 

where it’s needed. 

It’s resourceful—you understand the word 

resourceful, do you not? 

George: I understand the word ‘resourceful’, but 

does thinking come into it? 

Yes, like this gentleman has just confirmed, 

healing is done by pure thought. 

George: Healing is done—yes. 

I want to leave—I want to depart. I’m sorry—if 

you will allow. 

George: Nice to have met you. Thank you very 

much for coming through. It was most helpful. 

Lilian: Are you still there Bonniol? 

I— 

George: Ah, you’re still with us. 

I’ve been having a little break! 

Chuckles 

It is most welcomed, to have someone more 

familiar with the words to help explain. 

George: Regarding the assistance from spirit, I 

thought at first it might be from your team—then 

I realised and understood from the one who 

came through, that it was coming through from 

spirit. 

Yes, that is absolutely right. My team are with 

me in a sense, as I speak (yes). I speak with the 

team very much in the background. 

George: Yes. On certain previous occasions, I 

know that Jan, over there, was picking up from 

your team. That’s why I thought it might have 

been like that in this instance. That was wrong-

thinking on my part. I understand now. 

It is easy to be confused, I would imagine. 

George: But it’s a wonderful evening for us, to 

have all this input. 

But you have so much in this group. I have been 

around long enough now to know the wonderful 

evenings that you have. 

Jan: Bonniol—did that gentleman explain what it 

was you were trying to get across? I think I was 

asleep before he came, so a missed a bit. 

 I think there was some information about how 

the plants grow around the pyramid base—I— 

George: And how the older the pyramid, the 

more effective it is. 

Jan: Clairvoyantly, while I’ve been sleepy, I’ve had 

a picture of many pyramids of different sizes, and 
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very definite straight lines of them. The larger plant material seemed to be growing nearer the larger one, 

which I presume was the older one that he was talking about, and the saplings seemed to grow towards 

the smaller of the pyramids. 

At this point the connection with Bonniol was no longer there and as it had been a long session, the evening 

gradually came to a close as we discussed and tried to digest this new material. 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
While preparing this transcript I received the communication below from Suzanne Taylor. TED (Technology, Entertainment & 

Design) is a global conference system, for ‘Ideas Worth Spreading’. It is the parent organisation of TEDx – for independently 

organised events. But it seems that TED endeavours to shut down the TEDx event! So much for independence! And the TEDx 

speaker list is impressive: Marianne Williamson (Love restores reason; not the other way around), Russell Targ, Larry Dossey, 

George McGraw etc. And needless to say, the work that Salumet, Bonniol and the Kingsclere Group do would likely not be 

welcomed! 

 

  

This story is breaking today online:  http://weilerpsiblog.wordpress.com/2013/03/30/ted-not-
satisfied-with-current-censorship-tedxwesthollywood-is-taken-down. It's bigger than TED, 
going into the societal resistance to what is beyond empirical science, where the evolution 
of humanity must go. It's a focal point for dialogue and the comments are unusually 
intelligent.  
  
WE WILL DO OUR EVENT WITHOUT TED, AND IT WILL BE LIVE STREAMED, Sunday, 
April 14, 9:30 to 7:00 pdt: https://new.livestream.com/extedwesthollywood. Please spread 
the word.  
 
To stay up on developments, get on the mailing list for 
 TEDxWestHollywood.com and Brother, Can You Spare a 
Paradigm?: http://eepurl.com/xr1Fz. 
  
To the future we would like to be in... 
 
Suzanne 

Suzanne Taylor 
Events and projects that can shift our awareness   
Ex TEDxWestHollywood Event Coordinator 
  
  

  

 

 

I left the following message on Suzanne’s blog site: 

 

This is all getting very wordy, but at the same time it is symptomatic of outmoded traditional science now finding itself 

in the melting pot … and in a strange way, this is refreshing. The huge leap forward for humankind, as sentient beings 

will happen when we SERIOUSLY work into the vast potential that awaits us beyond space-time. We might call the 

development ‘spiritual science’ for want of a better name. As a result of working in this field, our UK group of scientists 

and spirit mediums (considered unacceptable by learned institutions and media of course!) have made enormous 

progress. We communicate with other planets of this universe, we understand how and WHY our original pyramids 

were built (by ETs using THEIR spiritual science methods, some pyramids now radio-carbon dated to >30,000 years) 

and we have communicated with scientists long since dead! This is all very unacceptable to traditional scientists, but 

that old cookie now crumbles. Details on ‘Scientific Enquiry’ page of our website http://www.salumetandfriends.org . 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012uc3r-D1S9OngJMMCrx4Q6v41javfPskv6_Tue4bB1QZxksnyQco8ZXKGO1eNE2dPUP3Hzh5lUGjENHG3tzZOtagmH8vOfAP2CH8rqI6soodsdLK1MSqr1DC4E8nYOrlssk0NhHdnzBaToXVoXLjJK40MtYwgs4SkmTT4dMYwjUqQmtxPOYTxCKV55Cx3IepfhufugLon_KIKCFCJ_7d-LU34_Cl75fsMz2U39X7wAw8Ll78MxnWAcQal4ZL3sRhzvlL3k4nIaSd6vBS7v94sl7c6zxUjWlzDKyooh1kKZF--Br0sKGMV3oVkpd7QkropHDLvyytpc0fsBFT7X95UscU8MH6_A2_mueCkEYtB-mD45IIUyVCN-WnP8Vk3mmP1rwupWDK6g74KbATMQF1soPioKugYjxq78YGNnfNz9M=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012uc3r-D1S9OngJMMCrx4Q6v41javfPskv6_Tue4bB1QZxksnyQco8ZXKGO1eNE2dPUP3Hzh5lUGjENHG3tzZOtagmH8vOfAP2CH8rqI6soodsdLK1MSqr1DC4E8nYOrlssk0NhHdnzBaToXVoXLjJK40MtYwgs4SkmTT4dMYwjUqQmtxPOYTxCKV55Cx3IepfhufugLon_KIKCFCJ_7d-LU34_Cl75fsMz2U39X7wAw8Ll78MxnWAcQal4ZL3sRhzvlL3k4nIaSd6vBS7v94sl7c6zxUjWlzDKyooh1kKZF--Br0sKGMV3oVkpd7QkropHDLvyytpc0fsBFT7X95UscU8MH6_A2_mueCkEYtB-mD45IIUyVCN-WnP8Vk3mmP1rwupWDK6g74KbATMQF1soPioKugYjxq78YGNnfNz9M=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012uc3r-D1S9NXpwkSqd4wRNx1-gNftbUW6NXl7ffQIkFBMEz5n_b9WBAutLTMnb19JRBtqHZqcAo78jHDVcnceUqBBV3-GVxgbt6Tw3BXyKh4dDsS1hEeoTQkZMGta_pw9FCs30tXsvMubO1Xnth0fFljq0M5gYhtwdKlRvEqyKftQCFHdlgo6lmKSppX_B13b2KeSmJrSljpJZr3CwjR9_2QCgwJk67Pn07obT687zWoESsnTySyKWlmsSuc_VGQf6OhYPEEk8vaKaYhhXKdp9NXoj9ChNVCWw_oYUAd2dFEGagnYowyuBOjzLPxQZWK
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012uc3r-D1S9NcSpfvFjmdJXjlNTNgyYwLRvOJChgFDXry7MkBLl87wki3j-QN_FPc2rhOF10MvrcBTH3FQjdYg9yCmZflcuECNoUi49r7NUyd1xDpz3J73dWH3UrcBKQ_08TqRUCod0goOje4QNSfs4f7t8K0VvNEfXwlSLeAmfS3L56VKUFRsXSFz00ISADZiQ0P_2Om127Q-i2MZG537vuER0scQuWX6u6I8bYnTqsttdfFVrWBaHY4sRxiXKxXybwC6tpc5NyF99wEXD7WtgS4xLjD8oUzZPHLMG6jCwM=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012uc3r-D1S9MH9FcRRq0qL0bz8w7_lM5Bdgbdb7248UTwPQTwfIQSffvTfKspUh_HEcZ50arcRb4pFva0osMVmWGbV1HOvvsaZ6jLnMWvtx0EqoLyg33QZAHa7oWwltLuf1imwQsiziWim-K0fpyTGud-vE0U4TA2AEaw4b5JoByiWRHVJn_dHq-FoC9Mt97JFgUIaEaE3tsiFUNtU_pi8qrTNVRyiu48pdKM_eHXxo9jHTM5hAVUUi4K7F6D1NlwD0ErwgGmcQwkmz-JrdBRHIALCuHyxnSi
http://www.salumetandfriends.org/
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